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1. Apply AB glue to the slots in the ailerons, flaps and 
assemble the horns into them. 4. Fix the servo trays to the wings with screws.

2. Epoxy the wood block to appropriate position on the servo 
tray, Install the servo to the servo tray as below. 5. Assemble the clevis to the push rod .

3. Epoxy the wood block to appropriate position on the servo 
tray, Install the servo to the servo tray as below. 6. Fix the retract to the wing with screws
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7.Fix retract cover with screws

10. Before assemble the servos, we suggest the customer 
measure the deepth of the slots, epoxy some wood ply for 
assembly the servo if necessary.

8.Plug the horn in the slot of  elevator
11.Before assemble the servos in stabilizer. Trim slot at 
proper position

9. Put servo in hole and fix it with screws 12. Assemble the clevis to the push rod .
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13 Connect rudder with round hinge 16 As the picture showing

14Plug the horn in the slot of  rudder 17 Lock the rudder via the hole

15Assemble the clevis to the push rod . 18 The inner lock parts show
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19 Lock the elevator via the hole 22 fix the front fuselage with srew

20 Connect the servo and parts of the braking vane via push 
rob 23 install the servo in the front gear

21 connect servo and gear door via push rob 24 fix the front gear on the front fuselage with srew.
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25 more picture about the front gear 28 Tank position

26 connect servo with the front gear door via push rob
29 The door had magnet for fixing door and front 
fuselage

27 Picture about the installament of equiment 30 More picture about the magnet position
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31 Pull the line in the front fuselage to open the canopy 34More picture about the cockpit

32 The canopy opening picture 35 More picture about the tail pipe

33 More picture about the cockpit 36 More picture about the tail pipe
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56. Adjust the travel of each control surface to the values in 
the diagrams. These values fit general flight 
capabilities.Readjust according to your needs and flight 
level.

57. Adjust the travel of each control surface to the values 
in the diagrams. These values fit general flight 
capabilities.Readjust according to your needs and flight 
level.

58.Check all the datas well. make sure all sections glue 
tightly. Otherwise if coming off during flights, you'll lose 
control of your airplane which leads to accidents!

59.C.G: Never fly before checking the CG's required 
position. Never fly the model without well balancing.  
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